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Utah Scientific’s Flexible Routing and Master Control Powers Massive A/V
Expansion at SAS
When SAS built a new Executive Briefing Center, its already extensive
in-house media operation nearly doubled. To handle the additional
routing and control, SAS added a UTAH-400/288R routing switcher to
connect the Executive Briefing Center to Campus Master Control in
another building. The UTAH-400/288R created a fiber routing system
centered on 1080i using HD-SDI, with the rare ability to mix fiber and
copper inputs/outputs. Operators could use existing controllers from
either building, and importantly, the new router worked with the Utah
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Scientific equipment SAS already had.

SAS
Business analytics leader and software giant
Business Drivers
 Support HD operations

SAS is the leader in analytics software and services, with $3.16 billion
in global revenue in 2015. Since 1976, SAS has been helping customers
around the world make better decisions faster through innovative
analytics, business intelligence, and data management software

 Mix fiber and copper I/O

and services. Its software is installed at more than 80,000 business,

 Control from either of two buildings

government, and university sites in 148 countries, and 91 of the top 100

 Fit with existing Utah Scientific 		
equipment
 Ensure reliability and future 		
expandability
Utah Scientific Solution
 UTAH-400/288R routing switcher

companies on the 2015 Fortune Global 500® are SAS customers.
SAS has more than 14,000 employees worldwide, about 5,600 of which
work at the company’s world headquarters in Cary, North Carolina.
The 900-acre campus is home to 25 buildings and counting. All told,
the production division serves two studios, three auditoriums ranging
from 150 to 400 seats each, and two 50-seat classrooms, which are used
internally and by outside organizations, along with feeds to executive
offices, conference rooms, etc. A production staff of 40 produces

Results

commercials as well as promotional, informative, and conference

 Campuswide routing and control

and other video sources to countless displays, projection screens, and

 Flexibility to route both fiber and copper

programming, all of which must find its way from a host of cameras
monitors throughout the campus.

feeds
 Advanced, expandable system
 Laid groundwork for 4K upgrade
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When SAS embarked on an HD upgrade, it deployed a UTAH-

A Fourth Utah Scientific Router
Connects Seamlessly With Master
Control

400 digital routing switcher and SC-4 control software to sup-

Accomplishing those goals required a complex routing

port the HD upgrade and eventual expansion of its extensive

system with multiple levels. SAS installed a Utah Scientific

in-house video and live production facility. The new UTAH-400

UTAH-400/288R routing switcher in Building C for in-building

(V-288 frame loaded 128 x 128) joined two legacy Utah Scien-

master control, and connected it via fiber to the existing Utah

tific routers — one of them more than 25 years old — that are

Scientific campus master control system in Building V.

The Foundation: Solid Legacy Gear
Meets HD

still in service and run 24/7.
The UTAH-400/288R’s local input/output options exceed the

“

requirements of 1080i, and its local I/O cards are 3G-SDI

Over the years, our production operations have benefited from

for single-mode fiber I/O cards to allow routing from building

reliable and functional routers from Utah Scientific. I would guess

to building. Another key feature that some other manufac-

the original frames we’re still using are the oldest things in our

turers were unable to deliver was the ability to route both

video-capable, giving SAS the ability to route video resolutions
higher than 1080i in the future. The router provides options

fiber and copper feeds as needed, meaning SAS is not limited

facility. Cameras go out of date, tape machines go out of date,

to one or the other. The Utah Scientific SC-4 control system

technology ages, but Utah Scientific has managed to keep up,
always riding the crest of new technology, I’ve been here 34 years,
long enough to be selective about purchasing decisions. I want to

allows the soft panels loaded on SAS computers to control
the Utah Scientific equipment in both buildings.

buy from a company that provides reliable equipment and firstrate support. Utah Scientific does both.

Woody Weaver, Senior Manager of Engineering and Operations, SAS

“

Double the Routing Capability Without
Upgrading Equipment
In 2011, SAS’ media operation nearly doubled in size with
the completion of an Executive Briefing Center, located in
the new Building C. In terms of routing and control, planners
wanted a fiber routing system centered on 1080i using HDSDI, with the ability to mix fiber and copper inputs/outputs.
They needed a broadcast-quality router that operators could
control using existing soft- and hard-panel controllers from
either Building C or Building V – the building that houses the
campus master control, studios, and headend equipment.
That feature would allow Building V Master Control to switch
signals as needed using SAS’ existing Utah Scientific routing
system. They also wanted a system that could expand as
their needs grew. And they wanted it all without upgrading
the Utah Scientific equipment they already had in Building V
Master Control.
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The Executive Briefing Center hosts events in Building C and
its equipment connects to the existing Utah Scientific routing
system in Building V Master Control via campus fiber when
needed for video editing, distribution, etc. The two buildings
appear as one large matrix on the user’s soft panel, and users
can easily control the various source and destination routes
by grouping different signals that need to route together into
a single button. Building C’s local routing system is the main
video-switching system for the Executive Briefing Center’s two
auditoriums and also feeds other routing devices to deliver
video to various locations in the building.

Comprehensive, Advanced Routing and Control
The Utah Scientific routing system easily handles signals from SAS’ extensive A/V setup in the Executive Briefing Center, which
includes multiple 65-inch flat-panel screens; smart tablets that serve as whiteboards; automatic lighting and shade controls; and
fiber-optic connectivity that integrates with camera feeds across campus.
Since the Executive Briefing Center came online, SAS has added another video facility and a couple more classrooms to its media
operation, and the Utah Scientific routers tie every building together. The system routes every signal to every location, so there’s
no manual patching. SAS has increased its routing capabilities by enlarging some of its chassis and adding panels and cards, but
because of the system’s expandability and advanced features, there’s been no need to upgrade the technology just yet.

Unmatched Service and Support
Utah Scientific’s commitment to service has been of critical importance to SAS.
“I’ve been working with some of the same Utah Scientific engineers for more than 25 years, which speaks volumes about the kind
of support you get,” said Woody Weaver, senior manager of engineering and operations. “In one instance, we ran into a snag, and
multiple Utah Scientific engineers worked with me and my integrators to come up with a solution, even though the problem had
nothing to do with Utah Scientific’s gear. That’s one example of why I choose Utah Scientific over the competition.”

The Future: An Upgrade to 4K
SAS is in the process of building a new training facility
that will add even more auditoriums and classrooms
— all of which, of course, will be tied together with
Utah Scientific routing. But the biggest change on the
horizon is an upgrade to 4K. SAS’ production division
is currently doing acquisition and delivery in 4K, but
it is not yet shooting 4K in the two studios. The plan
is to add 4K studio cameras and Utah Scientific 4K
routing in the coming year to support internal production. With that addition, SAS will be able to switch
live 4K productions from its studios to the web or to
tape.
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